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"Well written and deep characters pull you in from the first page and keep you turning to last."

--ReaderÃ¢â‚¬Å“If you love great western romance stories with a faith in God, then you'll love the

Prescott Pioneers series!Ã¢â‚¬Â• --Reader "Realistic. Well-written. This series is one of the best

series of the old west that I've read." --ReaderThe Prescott Pioneers Series is set in the Arizona

Territory in the mid-1860s. The series follows the lives of the Andersons, Colters, and Larsons as

they make the journey west to a wild new territory.Will the cost be worth it? What heartaches are in

store? Will their dreams be everything they hoped?A Dream Unfolding (Book 1)Hannah Anderson

and her husband head to the West in the hopes of starting over. The journey is difficult and costs

more than either expected.Will Colter is forced to leave the ranch he has called home for nearly

thirty years. The cattle drive west challenges him and his menÃ¢â‚¬â€•threatening their very lives.A

Heart Renewed (Book 2)Julia Colter rebels against her old brotherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s poor choices of

suitors. When her rebellion against her brother puts her life at risk, she turns to her friend for

help.Adam Larson longs to train horses and plans to head west to the Arizona Territory to see his

dreams fulfilled. When Julia shows up on his doorstep in the middle of the night, he agrees to help

her flee. The decision changes both of their lives foreverA Life Restored (Book 3)Social butterfly,

Caroline Larson, longs for adventure. Stranded in the Arizona desert, far from her final destination,

she must rely on a stranger who gets under her skin.Thomas Anderson has always struggled with

making good decisions. Dealing with the ghosts of his past threatens to overshadow his

futureÃ¢â‚¬â€•until he meets a woman needing his help. Sparks fly as she grates on his nerves.A

Hope Revealed (Book 4)Life turned out differently than Mary Colter expected. With her abusive

husband either missing or dead, and the ranch gone, she is left to raise her two children on her own.

She decides to head west to start over. Warren Cahill is confronted with one problem after another

in his new role as foreman of Colter Ranch. Missing cattle and hot-headed cowhands take most of

his attention. When Mary arrives at the ranch, tensions rise and he finds himself in the middle of

it.Special sneak peek opening scene for Karen's next series included.
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These stories - really one big story - are great. The history is all very accurate seeming, as well as

the behavior of the fictional characters. If you read a lot, this bundle will be perfect for you. I started

it when my power was out for 3 days and I had nothing to do. Even after all that reading, I had

plenty left. This is four full length books in one and all the stories are very captivating. There are a

lot of characters, but they're introduced well and individually, so you don't have a problem telling

who everyone is like in some books.There are no sex descriptions, but there is a lot of religious talk.

Some Christian romance has way too much preaching for me, but in the 1800s these people would

have been this way. It's accurate, and doesn't get in the way of the story. In fact, there are some

good life lessons in there about forgiveness. I am not a follower of organized religion and never

have been, but some of the advice given to the characters is good life advice. For anyone.

You do not want to miss this.... I bought this on my nook and once I got a kindle I found it and

bought it again....It is that good. I cried and laughed, chewed my nails and stayed up entirely to

many nights reading this series.... It is christian based and really shows faith and how the Lord turns

situations around. Excellent series do not miss out..BUY NOW

I love the fact that I could read all four stories without having to purchase then separately. Though I

had already purchased the first book in the series. In these stories you will see people persevere in



many different ways. They will establish a deeper faith in God, come to know him, forgiveness, trust

and repentance. Love is in the mix as well.

I thoroughly enjoyed this series. The Anderson's, Colters, and Larsons were brave people who left

their homes to go begin a new life in the Arizona Territory, settling in the Prescott, Arizona area.

They came for various reasons. All had difficult circumstances to overcome..widowhood, loss of

children, abuse, divorce, and victims of revenge. Many of the characters had a strong faith, but

some had lost their faith because of tragedies in their lives. But God worked in their lives to restore

them to Him. The storylines are interesting and hold your attention. If you object to spiritual content,

these books are not for you, but if you enjoy books with a spiritual message, this series is great.

Well worth the price.

I like historical fiction as it teaches us more about the period of history we are reading. I thought

Karen Baney opened up more this period and the story ( 4 books each building from the last one ) a

very interesting and exciting tale, and kept you wanting to turn the page. Her characters were

people facing challenges and having dreams of a better life though having to face risk beyond their

imagination. You deveolp a real closeness to these main characters. She also wove it into a

Christian theme which I like today because so much of our secular fiction is about lust , greed and

selfishness, and there seems little moral fiber to their stories. Karen showed how a believer has to

grow and experience all sorts of trials yet the difference is a better position in life with God at your

side. I will read more from her.

I really enjoyed these books, and look forward to reading more from this author. My attention was

held through book #4. The character were well-developed, and all the stories were interesting.The

only negative I had was the editing, which improved in the last book. In the first three, there were

numerous errors in spelling, grammar, and punctuation. In the last book, there were few

errors.(Note to author: Many self-published authors I've read on Kindle have a number of common

errors, one of which is the word "naive". This word must be pronounced incorrectly, because it is

followed with "naivety", correctly spelled "naivete", which is pronounced nah-eev-tay, or something

similar.)

A very nicely written series of romances. But if you think of romance literature as vapid and overly

emotional, that is not what this collection is about. Karen Barney writes of trials, failures, abuse and



of faith, trust and forgiveness. It is her ability to take the story from mere entertainment to heartfelt

life lessons that make these books exceptional. Knowing God, trusting God, living for God, talking to

God, submitting to God... these are eternal themes in a historical perspective.

I really enjoyed this "hard to put down" series. Note to those who are reading one book at a time

and did not purchase the 4 books in 1, each one ends rather suddenly and you will want to have the

next book in the series ready to continue the story line. Each character builds from the previous

book. I would love to read what happens to Paul next so do hope the author continues with book 5.
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